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altepetl-based tribute payments and labor drafts to the Spanish-controlled 
economy as indigenous population declined and the commercial sector 
expanded. 
The second part of the book examines the in reasingly frequent 
Nahua-Spanish interactions in the informal contexts of landholding and the 
market economy. Given the importance of a land base to the survival of 
Mesoamerican communities through history, Hom's documentation of 
indigenous landholding patterns and the processes through which Spaniards 
acquired substantial properties in Coyoacan-principally through voluntary 
sales by individual Nahuas-is a valuable case study in the alienation of 
native land. Her analysis of Nahuatl-language bills of sale is particularly 
interesting, showing how Nahuas altered this Spanish documentary genre 
while at the same time its adoption facilitated transfer of land out of native 
hands. As the altepetl fragmented and Spanish estates expanded their 
influence, Nahuas were drawn increasingly into the market economy, selling 
their labor to Spaniards first on a temporary but increasingly on a permanent 
basis and pursuing commercial activities as individuals. Early in the seven­
teenth century many were also becoming bilingual. As more Nahuas became 
economically independent of the altepetl, the corporate unit was weakened, 
but at the same time the market sector provided a livelihood for Nahuas in or 
near their communities of origin, allowing them to maintain their social ties. 
The book· s focus 011 puiifa;al a.ml cl:0110 uic 1natter5 leaves little 
space for consideration of other aspects of public life. Religion and religious 
confraternities, for example, are not discussed, and the local Dominicans 
appear mainly in the context of their dealings in land and labor. The range of 
documentary sources Hom brings together nevertheless supports a rich and 
nuanced depiction of a rapidly changing colonial community. 
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